In this appendix, we show the results of further simulations, and also provide the R code we used. The first purpose of the simulations is to discuss the use of a model taking a fraction of cured individuals into account. The second one is to analyze the evolution of the bias and MSE of estimates, using the EGG-AFT mixture cure model, with respect to the evolution of the cure rate and the right-censoring proportion. Indeed, as stated in the main paper, we expect a decreasing MSE in latency if the cure rate increases and the rightcensoring proportion stays the same. We also show that the use of naive initial values in the optimization process may lead to poor results, and report the number of times the variable selection algorithm failed to converge. In Section 1, we briefly describe the data generation. Section 2 presents results of simulations using an EGG-AFT model without considering any cured individuals in the data. The comparison over several couples of cured rate and right-censoring proportion is covered in Section 3. Section 4 gives results of simulations concerning initial values, and Section 5 reports the number of failures from simulations concerning variable selection in the main paper. We end with the R-code in Section 6.
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Data Generation
To be able to compare different couples of proportion of cure and right-censoring, we generate several scenarios (Table 1) . Similarly to the main paper, we generate survival times for susceptibles such that: log(T ) = βX + exp(α)ε = 0.6X + exp(0)ε
with X ∼ Bern (0.5) and ε follows the EGG distribution with parameter q = 0.5. The cure variable Y ∼ Bern (p) and
with Z = X. The right-censoring distribution is exponential with parameter 1/ν. Values of γ 0 , γ 1 and ν are given in Table 1 
Simulations results: model without taking cure into account
When the cure proportion in the population is very low, one could expect that a model that does not take cure into account will perform almost as good as a mixture cure model. Of course, one will also expect that this model will deteriorate, in terms of bias and MSE, if the cure rate becomes larger. Table 2 contains results of simulations using the EGG-AFT model without cure. The right-censoring proportion is fixed at 60%, whereas the cure proportion increases from 10% to 60%. Clearly, we see that bias and MSE increases when the cure proportion increases. We can compare these results with those of Table 3 , which gives bias and MSE of the estimates when using the mixture cure model. The upper part of the Table gives results for 60% right-censoring, along with a cure rate varying from 10% to 60% as well. We see that the mixture cure model always performs better for the AFT parameters. Even when the cure proportion is low, such as 10%, the bias and MSE can be up to four times larger when using the model that does not take cure into account. In Figure 1 , we give boxplots of corresponding estimates for 10% cure and 20% cure: above is the EGG-AFT mixture cure model and below the model without taking cure into account.
3 Simulations results: analysis of the cure and rightcensoring proportions
In the main paper, results of simulations show that when the cure fraction is low compared to the right-censoring proportion, the bias and MSE in incidence can be large. Also, they show that for a given right-censoring proportion, an increasing cure rate leads to better results. Table 3 shows bias and MSE for 60% to 10% right-censoring, along with a cure proportion varying from 10% to 20%, 30%, 40%, 50% or 60%. The table allows to compare bias for a same right-censoring proportion, and for a same cure proportion. First, for a same rightcensoring proportion, for example, 60%: from left to right, i.e. from a lower to a larger cure rate, we see that the bias and MSE are decreasing for all parameters. The same trend is detected for every other proportion of right-censored individuals. Second, if we focus on a cure rate, for example 10%, we see that the bias and MSE are decreasing if the right-censoring proportion decreases as well. This is also the same conclusion for every other cure rate.
In conclusion, when using a mixture cure model, the more right-censored individuals are effectively cured, the more accurate the results will be, in terms of bias and MSE. Of course, this conclusion is not correct if the analysis does not take into account the fraction of cured. As seen in Section 2, this would rather be the opposite. These results emphasize the trade-off to make between the bias in β's when not using a mixture cure model when appropriate; and the instability of the γ's estimates if the cure proportion is too low, when using a mixture cure model.
Studying the impact of initial values
As with any optimization problem, a good choice of initial values may be important. If they are not close enough to the solution, the algorithm may fail to converge. With the use of such a complex model as the EGG-AFT mixture cure model, naive initial value, such as 0 everywhere except for parameters q and α, initialized to 1, can give poor results. In our simulations, we use the following simple, but effective, initial values: β init is solution to the classic linear regression with response log(T ), and covariates X; γ init is solution to the classic logistic regression with response being the status (right-censored or not) and covariates Z; α init can be set to 1. The initial value for q init , the parameter of the EGG distribution, can be chosen as 1 or -1, depending on the skewness of the response log(T ). To illustrate the difference, we compare results using the dataset from the third scenario from the main paper. Table 4 gives results for three different forms of initial values: first, the true value, then the proposed ones, and finally the naive ones. We see that the proposal is very similar to results using true value as initial values, and that the naive solution results in greater MSE, specially in the incidence part.
Non-convergence
In the main paper, we report results of simulations concerning variable selection using the adaptive LASSO. For some scenarios, the algorithm failed to converge. In Table 5 , we report, for each scenario and each sample size, the number of failures experienced. (1,0%) n = 300 24
(1,2%) 0 (0,0%) 3 (0,2%) n = 500 0 (0,0%) 0 (0,0%) 0 (0,0%) 
R code
In this section, we include the R-code we use to get estimates for our EGG-AFT mixture cure model, with adaptive LASSO.
regg =function(n, q, sigma, mu){ #Generate EGG-distributed random variables if (q!=0){ qs <-q/sigma lbd <-exp(-qs*mu)/q^2 (rgamma(n,q^(-2))/lbd)^(1/qs) # E0=rgamma(n,q^(-2)); E=log(q^2*E0)/q; X=exp(mu+sigma*E) } else rlnorm(n,mu,sigma) # Y=rnorm(n); X=exp(mu+sigma*Y) } Segg=function (t, q, sigma, mu) { # Survival distribution of the EGG. if (q != 0) { qs <-q/sigma lbd <-exp(-qs * mu)/q^2 if (q > 0) 1-pgamma(lbd * t^qs, q^(-2)) else pgamma(lbd * t^qs, q^(-2)) } else 1-plnorm(t, mu, sigma) } fegg=function (t, q, sigma, mu){ #Density function of the EGG if (q != 0) { qs <-q/sigma lbd <-exp(-qs * mu)/q^2 newt <-t^qs dgamma(lbd * newt, q^(-2)) * lbd * abs(qs) * t^(qs-1) } else dlnorm(t, mu, sigma) } loglik = function ( (Xsigma)
lsaS <-function(intercept, n, Sigma, beta.ols) { #LSA version allowing "our" log-likelihood.
# You NEED to run to original LARS variant for LSA from [Wang&Leng,2007] . 
